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Continue your premium experience Thank you for your contribution to The Flatanang. Free premium expires, you can continue to enjoy more than 175,000 premium videos by staying home and continue to thank you for your contribution to your premium experience in The Flatanang. Free premium period has expired, you
can continue to enjoy more than 175,000 premium videos by staying home 2000 Studios 291 Results The fact is that sex worker Jacan O is a tremendously intelligent and community-minded young man should not really be a surprise, despite his habit of retaining porn stars in porn yboxes. As the advent of online
opportunities on Twitter only pages for fans, which make us money for sex workers by giving us a glimpse into their real life, have brought a fresh and stoic look at their real life interests – if the sex worker in question is brave enough to reveal them to them The jacan is very brave . At 30, he lives with HIV almost half his
life, blew up his racism, was made a porn studio way before leaving him and proudly stood as an active video artist and private sex worker who designed his clients or their intended books Oh, and then gays have their stoic beliefs on the causes of an increase in the black community, their views on racism in gay men,
their volunteer work as indenation men, and their support of the Washington DC campaign Squad.My, The camera, DC, hotel room, which looks right about. Yes, these things wear heavy on a polite blogger, but someone has to do it, people. Here is our very good conversation, slowly modifying to the clarity and length.
None of these articles I've read about you have mentioned your status. Generally, with an adult movie actor who is out about being positive, it's part of their story and identity. But for some reason you are known as HIV positive porn star Jacan O. I know. I try to talk about pushing far more than the fact that I'm HIV
positive. Well, you're very loud about a lot of things. In many areas. When was your assessment? I was diagnosed at 2005.At 16 at the age of 16. What test did you take at that age? I was tested by my padiatoracan. He was really worried that I had cancer. In the early 2000s, I was afraid of a big cancer, and I went with
the swelling in it. They were worried that I might have leukemia. But when I had sex, he said it and asked, Yes. I told him I had sex with people so he ran the HIV test. Wah There are adult gay men doctors don't even seem to have to test them. It's a beautiful boyfriend. Yes, he was a very trucky Alice Ross vibe. He was
amazing. You answered the news that you were positive. Honestly, I didn't really take it. I was so worried that it could be cancer, and I didn't want to get it. I knew HIV was manageable. In my ninth grade biology class, we talk to people living with HIV. I had some concerns about living with HIV, and was diagnosed with
AIDS even when I was 19. I was given the option not to start the meads until I needed them, and my T-cells fell under the AIDS marker. Then I was on medication. He made me realize, well, it's real. When I was open about my status I had some blubbek from people, so I held back, but when I was older, around 25, I just
had to say who I am. Then people were much better about it. When did you get involved in adult entertainment? It was about 2016, with movies. And you have only one for the fans page on Twitter, where people pay you a subscription to see your special sexual content. I've heard that the landscape has really changed
for adult actors. You own the content, you control it, and you're making a lot of money all when you used to work one day at a time for a studio movie. Why did you start for the fans' stuff only? I wanted something more, and be more open about HIV issues. I felt it was important. It felt natural. So, when people asked me
about HIV in the interview, I can say yes. And with one customer on one in your sex work? Yes, I'll show, especially if we're busy with bareback sex. How many times do you have to be a sex teacher, and does it get in the way of erotic things? I've had to do it, but I'm enjoying it. If you're coming from a place you don't
know, I'm not at all shocked. And then we can be even hotter sex because we're both informed and it's a healthy place. And yet you've done studio movies, and they have a very good reputation for being cool with HIV positive actors, even gayones. With some studios it's not a concern. Or it was a pressing kind of thing.
روا  U = U ھت� ��ر  رک  لصاح  تامولعم  ںیم  �راب  �ک  سا  وک  ںوگول  روا  اھت 2017  درگ  درا  �ک  ماغیپ  �ک  . People were more concerned with STI. My doctor gave me a full test panel to show them. It's interesting. I've spoken to other actors who have really been hurt by being open about their status. Have you ever lost a job because

of it? I haven't lost one, but I'm because people are working with me... The joke? Yes, yes. Now I Doesn't really work with. Being just for the content of fans means I don't need to put along... Another black criminal game for having sex with their white parole officer? Yes. Or work with people who really say they are not
ready to listen, Realize that they are not a person of color and they can listen and receive a message and self-reliance, and produce content that everyone has added. @jacen_zhu #2019USCA I was glad to talk to #MobiTalks. Here's a #UequalsU #PrEP clip-on-discussion. You have @Mobi_NYC @NMACCommunity an
interesting thing with director Max Sohal at .pic.twitter.com/WULklmKVHk-Tre-Tre-Squad (18 s @PrEPSQUADDC) September 9, 2019I once in Treasure Island. Smart man, and he knows how to push the button. Treasure Island videos include racial profiling and drug use tips, all of it. I asked more if he was responsible
for them as a porn producer that influenced our culture. He said his only responsibility was to support the audience. It's unfortunate. I think what people are unable to realize is the context. Children are going to the Internet for sex education. Therefore, it is important to change the details of our work. We should realise
that we are responsible for the education of people who have sex. It's hard when we chase the bug. We have to start thinking about mental health, and ask why someone wants to get away from it. It's being seen by the public. And some kids have been watching videos of people slaming meth. And now you see 17-year-
old crystal getting involved with meth. Whenever there is racial porn, there are black tops, with this big black lind of the umming). Do they reflect something of nature, or is it to feed the racist artists? Both. You have these directors and it's their artistic. They are affecting new kids in business. My question for the audience
is, are you meeting people of color? Are you busy in relationships that are out of curiosity to black men? A lot of them say. I think they need to re-evaluate what they think is hot. Some people don't want to think past this sexual stereotypes because it messes with their imagination. Most porn is not blown up these days.
They just go fuck, right? So, I see that there is a pure sexual scene that is racial, and black man is the white man down, and there is no more context -you don't see the white man taking the black man home to mom, or treat ingout of his respect... They're just fucking fucking. Do I want to see without feeling guilty?
Depending on if, out of fucking, you are ready to engage and have a relationship with a person of color. Many white men get off on the video and then go back to their white spaces. What is the difference between being attracted to black men, and being a racist? My partner is white. Aha! He's also a ginger. Aha! Aha! He
doesn't get the other white people attractive. And generally, you know, many gay white men are not the best humans. So, for that, he doesn't have a fit shrew as much as he wants to love and wants to be with a certain type of person. with For there is a difference between the evolution And being involved in their
community, and just getting off with a black man. You just said many gay white men are not good men. Tell me more. There is a difference between being a liberal, and is really conscious of race relations. I've met people who would shame Donald Trump but still racist adult content will be made. Or they will reject the
Black Lives Matter. Or you have fake allies who say they are with you but when there is a call to action, they are missing in action. And they don't include people they say they're trying to help. I will not try to help the trans community without being heard and by trans people. You were on a panel after the screening of
Party Investment, a documentary about the use of crystal meth among gay black men. The discussion on the film's exhibition has been very much a rage which has been made to black gay men who believe they have been made by white gay men for them. He is crystal meth among white gay men in the feet of black gay
men. As a recovery meth addict, I have a perspective about it, but I don't write a lot about it or say more about it. Black gay men were not involved in meth as we see today. There is a subgroup of white people who are meth, and they are watching porn and watching this picture of the mandango, and you are seeing those
who want to party with them who are serving for sex work to appear in the homes of rich white men. The black community is still doing the cake. Meth is extremely addictive, and now that black sex worker is getting addicted, and it's the black community to meet through. Now we need to talk about staying hydrated,
reducing risk, living on our meds. We're seeing black gay men become the tissues and not take care of themselves. I'm going to dare to respond and give me a response. Well. No worries. Racism, and the unshakable power and stability, and that everything is permeability. It affects HIV services and prevention and what
jobs we get. I don't need to tell you. Well. Now. That all said , I also know that the drugs move. Meth didn't start with gay men. It started with the Nazis, then the trucks and the bikers. Then the trucks gave him young women' gifts. Transfer drugs. So, I want to say that it's so easy, but when i have my first point in doubt,
there is racism and stability. Now, my rehabilitation process tells me that I am responsible for my rehabilitation and my own suffering. But I think it's easy to say and get help when you're a white gay guy. And it's another way of looking. Why would you create a meth campaign that only appealed to gay white men? Why
not send this message to people of color anymore If you know it is harming your community, why not stop it from harming another community? Some Latino community leaders told me that a lot of it came about. He explained young gays In Los Angeles, white gaymen got involved with men, and then joined Crystal Meth.
The guide explained to me that when white gay men damps the Latino man, the autumn will be very difficult for Latinos. He will struggle to find the community's help or sustain a recovery. Meanwhile, the white man can be clean at a good convenience and (mostly white) crystal meth can go to anonymous meetings and
get all kinds of support. Yes. And why are we not reaching other gay communities? And now we black gay men must make things for themselves because you have not included us or given us resources. We understand that better, I think it affects everyone. For white people, gay black men are thinking a post. When I
was in active drug abuse, I didn't have to ask if I had drugs with resources to get these people to help. I was sick, I was encouraged by my drug use. I know it doesn't forgive me, I'm just saying that I encouraged drug use and acted as being more addicted to anything else by my own self-interest. I'm not saying you were
responsible for your actions in your active abuse. I am saying that people are putting together meth campaigns and those who have the resources to address meth are responsible for the wider gay community. They're just looking at it from a narrow point of view. We should realize that we have a whole village that
includes many people who don't look like us. This conversation is me fascanatis, and I'm very grateful for you. God knows that I claim my privileges, but more and more I believe that my primary goal should be to focus on Mike and people like you, that is, men and women of color. Good. Yes! I hope. Thank you very
much for the jockey. It was great. Thanks for getting us through some flexible things. You are a good teacher. Thanks. And you're learning! Learn Marcus comments! Marko comments
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